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INTRODUCTION
THREE FACTORS IN ANY EDUCATION
-2-
lUTRODUOTIOU
VmAQ? OUGHT TO BE THE CHARACTER OP THE RELIGIOUS 
EUUCATIOH OP A COLLEGE PRESHMAN?
There factors should always determine the character 
of any education:
(a) The nature of the individuals to be
educated;
(h) The character euid ideals of the society
in which they live;
fo)
the purpose.
The means and materials available for
Accordingly this thesis is divided
into three parts.
PART I- Considers the college freshman, a
selected youth of approximately eighteen years of age a 
a somewhat definite background and mare or less definite traits.
PART II- Considers the college as a social
institution, its character, place and function in the religious 
education of youth.
PART III- Considers the means and materials with
which the aims of the religious education of the college freshman
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may best be achieved*
The limitations of the author of this thesis req[ulr6 
that he oonfine himself to a treatment of fundameiital 
principles rather than attempt to deal with the details of 
teaching*
Bias and personal opinion the author has not endeavored 
to avoid: he merely hopes that it prove not the bias of
ignorance and prejudice but of open-minded conviction born of 
a genuine concern for values which in the course of a wide 
escperlenoe and condiderable reading in the field of religious 
education have come to commend themselves both to his reason 
and to his sentiments*
The author's thesis is: the college freshman needs 
religious education; the college should give it to him in the 
class room; the best means is a general course in Biblical 
Religion presented in a certain particular manner*
PART I
THE GOLIEGE FHESHIM AND RELIGION.
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IJIEKTAL TRAITS OP THE COLLEGE PRESHMAII
1. ABILITY
The mental traits of the Araerioan College freshman, 
while the same in kind as those of any American youth of the 
same age, are different in degree. The college freshman is
not a random selection from among all the youth of hie own age*
He is definitely selected hy a long process of thorou^ sifting, 
a process no less definite and thorou0h because not purposely 
controlled and directed.
In the main, three factors seem to cause pupils to 
drop out of school before they reach college; failure in school 
work; indifference of parents toward education; and desire of 
pupils for greater financial independence.
But, whatever the reason, the facts are, as pointed 
out by Inglis^ that a very small proportion of young men wnci 
women go to college, while large proportions of school pupils 
drop out of school along the way.
Of all the pupils who enter the elementary schools 
little more than one-third ever enter high school and only about 
one-tenth complete the high school course. While of this tenth
1
Alexander Inglis: Principles of Secondary Education.pp. 129- 131.
N
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only alsout one-third go to oollege. In the other words only
one in thirty of the pupils who enter the elementary school goes 
to college only one in nine of those v&io enter high school.
Moreover, more than one-half of those whq go to 
college are from the hipest third of the high school graduating 
Glasses. That is to say, most of the hi^ school graduates who 
go to college are amoi3g the hri^test students of their graduat­
ing classi
Air these facts would seem to indicate that the 
college freeman is considerably above the average in mental 
ability. And this inference' is substantiated by actual mental 
tests* The average college student has an intelligence quotient 
of about 120 as compared with a general average of 100 "I. Q."
The college freshman is not an average individual for his years, 
ha is above the average mentally. But this does not mean that 
his mental traits are not the same as those of other young men, 
it simply means that he possesses those traits in a higher degree.
2. MATURITY
One of the chief characteristics of the mental nature 
of later adolescence, as distinguished from that of earlier 
adolescence and of childhood, is maturity. The college fresh­
man is mentally mature, as mature as he ever will be*
That does not mean that the "content” of his mind 
may not go on increasing and improving almost indefinitely, nor
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that he may not improve greatly in the use he makes of his 
mind. But his mind, itself, is fully developed, has reached 
the limit of increase in capacity. His brain has stopped 
growing. He may become more learned, more wise, more skill­
ful, and in that v/ay more capable; but he never can become 
more intelligent. He is now in possession of all his mental
powers at their full strength - or as full as they ever will be; 
He is mentally mature.
The implication of this fact for college education 
is clever. Any education for best results must appeal to him 
as mentally a man and not a child. Knowledge must be presented 
to him in such form and manner as will challenge his powers; or 
else it will have for him little appeal and gat from him in 
response little but scorn.
This point is p^rttbularly important in religious 
education. Religious education has not as yet worked out a 
universally accepted pedagogical technique and the teacher of 
religion to college students needs to guard against the use of 
the traditional Sunday School methods which are of necessity 
distinctly juvenile and for the most part in5)edagogical at that* 
The use of such methods in the teaching of religion in the college
class room would hopelessly Jeopardize even the students* regard 
for religion.
What this principle involves will appear in more 
particular in later parts of this thesis. of course the trait
bi.
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means wonderful capacity for thought and action,
3. INDEPENDSI-fCB,
Closely related to his mental maturity is the 
college freshman's mental independence. This is greater than 
it ever has heen before in his life and greater, possibly than 
it ever will be again. He loves to stand on his own feet 
mentally - to see for himself; to think for himself; to Judge 
for himself: to decide for himself; to act for himself; to 
follow his o^vn iE^julses; to let his own feelings out; to form 
his own ideals; to have his own way; to follow his own conscience; 
to be true to his own principles, express himself, assert himself, 
be somebody.
This love of independence means quick defeat for 
any high-handed arbitrariness on the part of an instructor.
The college freshman will not be coerced into accepting anything 
as true, he must be persuaded to accept it of his own accord 
because it appeals to him. Knowledge must be made to appeal, 
a course of conduct must be made to attract.
Here again the teacher of religion is on 
dangerous ground. Religion by its very nature is so suthorita- 
tive, religious instruction by centuries of custom is so almost 
universally dogmatic, religious experience is so sure of itself 
as self-authenticating - that, unless the college teacher of 
religion is very wise, his very concern for the truth will 
defeat its own purpose by trying to force itself upon the college
-9
freshman, who will not be ooeroed even in his religious think­
ing and religious conduct.
Of course this very trait of mental independence 
makes possible, on the other hand, strong conviction reached by 
way of a genuine response of the real self.
4. YENTUBESQMENESS.
It follov/s (luite naturally from the college fresh­
man's mental ability, maturity and independence that he is 
mentally venturesome to a high degree. He is eager to exercise 
his powers. Conscious of them, he is sure of himself. Hie 
very inexperience makes him fearless in their exercise. He is 
eager to explore new fields; unafraid to follow strange paths, 
or blaae new trails; willing to "try anything once"; itching for 
novel experiences; impatient to do big things; ready to "turn the 
world upside down".
This trait is full of suggestive possibilities for 
the teacher who is a leader rather than a driver, Who is him­
self a pioneer in the realm of knowledge, who has himself made 
thrilling discoveries of truth and glimpsed challenging heists 
of idealism. And of no teacher ought this to be more true
than of the teacher of college religion.
5. PRACTICALITY
But this alert and active venture someness of the 
college freshman is not aimless. It is more than the ceaseless, 
spontaneoiis, random movements of infancy; more than the voluble.
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impulsive curiosity of childhood; more than the nervous i 
restless, reckless activity of earlier youth: it is conscious­
ly related to some end; it is purposeful, practical* PRACTIGALT'PY 
is a distinct trait of later adolescence. With him every­
thing must serve some purpose or it has no excuse for existence. 
\That can not he related to life is not worth while. The test 
of a principle is. "Will it Work”-? The man worth while is 
the man who does things. The college freshman is a prag­
matist*
Surely, there is a warning here for the teacher who 
is interested only in truth for truth’s salie, who can conceive 
of the right only in abstraction, v/ho is interested in his 
subject but not in his students, who is concerned only with 
the dim past or the distant future, to Yhom ideals are too 
beautiful to be applied in this world, who is long on theory 
and short on practice*
And certainly the conventional teacher of religion 
is not by any means immune to these enervating affections.
If he IS to hold the college freshman in his class for more 
than one period and render him any service at all he must 
inoculate himself with the active virus of a practicality that 
Hirll definitely relate his teachings to this world, gear his 
principles into life, embody his ahstraotlons in concrete 
applications, translate his theories into practice, Tiahe truth
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xisefal and the right livable* make the past significant for 
the present, make ideals ends to be realized* bring the Kingdom 
of God down from heaven onto earth and above all concern him 
with the religious life and character of his students. Contact 
with college freshmen must do him good at this point if it is 
to do the college freshmen any good at any point.
6. IITTKGHATIOIf
To notice one more trait of the general mental 
life of the college freshman, it must be integration. Later 
adolescence is peculiarly a period of mental integration - a 
time for the unification* consolidation, organization of all 
the diverse elements and powers of the mind and its contentSi 
The process of multiplication and differentiation* so rapid 
during early adolescence, is about complete. The mental life 
is now in possession of all its elements and all its powers: 
all the instincts have at last completely appeared, all the 
senses are developed to the full* the mind is in possession of 
all its faculties, the human personality in all its multiform 
complexity is at last complete.
But that very multiform complexity has created a 
demand within itself for simpllfipation throu^ unification, 
integration through coordination, consolidation throu^ organiza­
tion. The whole being of the college freshman oties out for 
such integration. He must find harmony within himself* the 
elements of his being must be at one with each other; he must 
find harmony with his fellows, be at one with them; harmony with
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all the universe, he in tune with the infinite even; he must 
oomprehend the essential-harmony of all things, he able to 
understand Just how all existence is, as ha knows it must he, 
a cosmos and not a chaos, a uni-verse and not a multi-verse.
To this end his thoughts need organisation, his feelings^ 
interests, desires, purposes, ideals need integrating into one 
organic whole, one unified, integrated personality*
VThat an opportunity for the prophetic teacher of a 
dynamic religion to meet this eager youth at the point of his 
greatest need and inspire in him Just those religious conceptions, 
affections, attitudes and ideals whichi more than aught else, are 
able to organize and energize his human personality into dynamic 
oneness with Itself, with its fellows and with its total environ­
ment including the super-physical as well as the physical, the 
super-human as wall as tha human, the infinite as well as the 
finite, the eternal as well as the temporal^ the absolute as 
well as the relative, God as well as man and thingsl No 
knowledgej no esqjarience is as able to render this incalculable 
service as is the knowledge and experience of religion.
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CHAPTER II
INTELLBCTaAL TRAITS OP TEE COILS&B PRESHHAH
1. Rati onal 1 zati on
2 G en er allzation
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CHAPTER II
THE INTELLECTUAL TRAITS OP TEE COLLEGE PRESEtiAN.
As we have seen, the most oharaojieristic features of 
the development of personality in the period of later adolesoenoe 
are those paradoxically complementary processes of all growing 
life, - expansion and concentration, differentiation and integra­
tion, life hecoraing more multiform and more unified. Later 
adolescence is the final acceleration of this dual process in 
the culmination of mental maturity*
This development is characteristic of the mental life 
of youth not in one phase merely Tmt in every phase - intellectual, 
emotional* moralj religious* or under whatever aspect wo may 
view it.# We can not too often remind ourselves that the
entire mental life is a unity which is never aQtually divided 
as oxa: terms might suggest; Such terras represent not actual 
divisions in that life but merely -different points of viev/ from 
which, for convenience in thinking about it, v/e choose to consider 
it*
1. RATIONALIZATION '
Viewed from the standpoint of an interest in its purely 
intellectual or cognitive features, one of the chief distinctive
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traits or tendencies of the mental life of the college fresh** 
man is seen to be what we my call rationalization# He has a
passion for reasonableness. His mind insists on trying to 
understand the underlying principles of everything and of all 
things taken together. He is certain that all truth is a 
coherent unity and insists on comprehending iti Ho must see 
the relation of every item to every other item. His mind is 
more alive and active than ever before and, possibly* than it 
ever’will be.againi The field of knowledge and experience 
has recently* for him, tremendously increased* and so has hie 
capacity to survey it* He is eagerly thinking new thoughts, 
great thoughts, eagerly exercising his new powers* Life is 
interesting, the world is brimful of new meaning, even the 
univar'se seems simple after all. Everything must be resolved 
into a simplQj logical whole* ^Thatever has not a clear 
place in a rational scheme of things simply does not exist at 
all - is just the product of somebody’s imagination or misunder» 
standing*
2. GBHERALI2ATI0H
Closely allied to the college freshman’s tendency 
to excessive rationalization - in fact almost indentioal with 
it - is his capacity for an interest in the intellectual process 
of general ization.
Hia childhood curiosity as to particular facts and
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items of experience has developed into a more mature searohing 
for universal truths that will relate all the faote in v/ide 
generalizations* Ho item may remain unrelated, unexplained; 
all miist be brought into satisfying synthesisi
His intSllectual need is primarily for integration, - 
the consolidation of his powers, the organization of his knowledge 
and experience, the unification of his v/orld. His need is for 
whatever will help him organize his ideas into broad general 
concepts or universal principles of his own making in the light 
of an exact knowledge gained at first hand by study and experience 
through the free exercise of his critical faculties of Judgment 
and reason.
In this respect he is like all other youiig people 
of his own age - only ^more so". The need is made ten-fold 
more urgent amid the greater intellectual stimulus, activity and 
distractions of college study and life. The nevmess, multi-*
plicity and diversity of the ideas that come to the college 
freshman from his many studies and his nev; associations tend 
rather to the dissipation and confusion than to the integration 
of his thou^t. The effect is q.uite likely to be one of such 
confusion as may have harmful moral as well as intellectual 
consequences - unless he is definitely helped to correlate his 
studies and organize his thinking.
Without such help he will in all provability set 
up in his mind many false eintl-theses vtiich may mean his dis­
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carding, xmder the stress of a supposed logical oonsistenoyi 
some real values of thought and felling and even of conduct and 
life.
Of particular value to him in this crisis is the 
class room study of religion^ positively and constructively 
presented in a thorou^ly scientific and philosophical hut 
appreciative manner* It is doubtful if anything else is better 
calculated to help him correlate his studies and organize his 
thinking in such a v/ay as to conserve life's truest values.
The study of religion can be presented to him in such manner as 
to help him as nothing else can at this point to get his bear-^ 
ings in thd new universe into which his scientific studies have 
ushered him - the universe of matter, force and life with all 
its bewildering complexity and possibly deceitful simplicity* 
Without the help of a scientific study of religion Just now he 
is quite likely to begin to conclude that there is no place or, 
meed for his mother's God in such a universe, that there is no 
possibility in man of free and responsible choice, and even that 
there is no reality to right and wrong except as figments of 
man's imagination.
On the other hand, given the help of a study of 
religion properly directed the college student may not only 
0onsorvo all the values which are rightfully his spiritual 
heritage from the past but so revise and enlarge them as to make
Si::'
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ot them powerful factors in the present and for the future#
But- altogether aside from the moral and religious 
values involved, the oollege freshman needs such a study of 
religion, side hy side with his fetudy of science and the arts, 
for the sake of the purely intellectual discipline it provides. 
Without such study his thou^t - both as process and as product 
can only he crippled and lop-sided: only with it, can it he 
wholesome and full-orhed#
Simply from the standpoint of intellectual 
integrity how can a student of homan life and experience lay any 
claim to balance, if, in his examination of that field he has 
Ignored the multitudinous items of the religious life and 
experience of the race or has given them only incidental and 
prejudiced attention? When such items, as a matter of cold
fact, have always been not only mulitudinous hut vital and 
dynamic in their interrelation with all the factors of every 
other phase of life - it would seem that in the name merely of 
intellectual wholeness - it were hi^ time they were given as 
thorou^ and appreciative study as those of any other field*
For the intellectual development of the college 
student a thorough and appreciative study of religion is a 
necessi ty#
-i8i-
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THE BMOTIOITAL TRAITS OP THE COLLEGE PRESHF^AN
1. I'iiAGHITUBB
The needs of the college freshman are not hy 
^ any means all intellectual: he has emotional needs as well.
His mental activity is not all thought: it is also, more largely, 
feeling. In fact, as psychology has hut recently come to 
realize! human nature is nine parts emotional to one part 
intellectual*
£. POWER
And not only does the emotional hulk much more 
largely than the intellectual but it is alos much more powerful 
in determining human life and conduct. It is much the more 
dynamic factor of the two. Intellect regulates, while emotion 
impels. Peeling is more dynamically related to response than 
is thought, and hence more determinative of conduct* An idea 
is comparatively inert until it is emotionalized into an ideal.
A thought has little impelling power until it becomes a purpose.
Education is incomplete and ineffective until it 
deals with feelir^s as wall as with ideas. Modem theories 
of education have passed beyond the mere impartation of knowledge 
and have come to include the formation of habits and skills^
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attitudes and ideals as well: and these phases of the mental 
life are more the products of emotion and sentiment than of 
cognition or purely intellectual judgment* The emotions need 
development and training as truly as does the intellect.
(a) IHPIUENCE OH CONDUCT.
If this he true of human nature in general 
it is even more true of adolescence* The older adolescent is 
not only keenly alive intellectually hut emotionally as well.
He is experiencing new and hig ideas, hut just as truly is he 
experiencing' new and powerfh.1 amotions. If his ideas affect 
his character and his conduct, even more do his ideals and 
attitudes, his sentiments and prejudices. If the ti^ has 
hecome a fresh reality to him, so also has the ri^t, the Good. 
the beautiful. His problem is not alone what shall he think 
about life, the world, the universe; but what shall he do about 
it all: and what he does is determined more by how he feels 
than by what he merely thinksi His thoughts often restrain 
him: his emotions impel him. Only those thoughts thb.t are 
in league with his emotions result in positive conduct.
(b) IHPLUEHCE OH GHARAOTER.
His character, also, as well as his conduct, 
is the product of his emotions. The svm total of what he really 
is is determined not so much by the knowledge he acquires as by 
the way that knowledge affects him; not so much by the thoughts 
he may think as by the feelings roused in him by those thoughts;
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not so unioh by the bare truth he has come to possess as by the 
attitudes, ideals, sentiments, prejudices which have come to 
possess him; not so much by truth airily aa truth but by truth 
as ri^taousness and goodness and beauty to which his very soul 
responds, to which, consciously or unconsciously, he had yielded 
allegiance and which, incarnated in his true self has become the 
master of his fate.
3. IMPORfAIJGE FOH EDUCATION.
Since this is true of the college freshman the 
education he.receives should certainly aim at the development 
of his Motional as v;ell as of his intellectual life; Of no 
subject of instruction is this more true than of religion. No 
phase of human life is more intimately related to the amotions 
ai^ sentiments, attitudes and ideals; no e:xperience is better 
calculated to develop them. Instruction in religion utterly 
fails if it stops short of emotional development. But in­
struction in religion truly succeeds only when the emotional 
development it produces is wholesome, wall balanced and in 
harmony with all the ndrmal interests- and demands of human life.
B. IN PARTIGUli-AR.
And at no stage in the life of an individual is 
there greater possibility of such success. The very character­





Tha emotional nature of the college freshman is 
characterized by breadth. At no period in life, perhaps,
has an individual such a wide range of spontaneous interests.
His horizon has been broadened over that of childhood and earlier 
adolescence by the more complete development of all the human 
instincts, the. e^^nsion of his physical and mental powers, and 
the consequent widening of his environment and his experience*
And his attention has not yet been narrowed by the more practical 
and imperative concerns of adult life. He is interested in and 
affected by all the varied experiences of human life. At no 
other age, possibly, can one more truthfully say v/ith Terence:
"Homo sum; human! nihil a m alienum puto". The college 
student is affected by a wider environment than either his juniors 
or his seniorsi He responds readily to a wide range of stimuli, 
his emotional nature is alive to all of life.
fb) IH DEPTH
And his respozise is not yet a superficial response.
He is genuinely affected by his experiences. He has not yet 
become calloused in his emotional nature to the x)ains and pleasures 
of life. He may sometimes, possibly, affect a blase attitude; 
but he feels more deeply than he would have it appear.
fc) IH HIGHT
And his feelings rxm the whole gamut of emotion
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from lowest to highest♦ Ha is capable of very varied response- 
from the barbarous outbursts so characteristic of older child­
hood to the most refined sentiments of cultured maturity^ from the 
purely instinctive to the purely idealistic. But the Idealistic 
sentiments are especially characteristic. At no other age do 
truth, beauty, goodness mahe a more powerful appeal or gain a 
more ready response. The wholesomely spiritual as over against 
the sordidly sensuons life and the genuinely altruistic as 
against the selfishly egoistic have for the college student a 
peculiar charm..
2. MTURAI.HS33
The emotional responses of the college freshman are 
on the whole characterized by naturalness. While perhaps not 
primitive and naive as those of childhood they are much more 
so than those of older life; they still retain the genuineness 
and sincerity of younger days; The conventions and counterfeits 
of adult life have, usually, not yet bean affected. The older 
adolescent hates sham and is ordinarily genuine and sincere in 
the expression of his feelings*
3. RBSTRAII^
And yet there is the beginning of a certain restraint.
This is the moderation not of a lack of intensity or
-E4-
Spontaneity of feelings so rnuoh as of the presence of the 
balance and the self control of thought, Ture, at times, this 
inhibition is altogether lacking and the college student reverts 
to the unrestrained outbursts of childhood, but for the most part 
his widening experience and knowledge and his grovttng tendency 
to reflection and Judgment cause him effectually to temper the 
e35)ression of his emotions; so that, while they lose little of 
their spontaneity and sincerity they are seldom so violent as 
those of childhood or earlier adolescence and may even be for 
the most part effectually concealed.
How valuable for the largest religious life is this 
full, natural, free, yet restrained unspoiled emotional nature 
of the college youthl Wide sympathies, broad loyalties, 
sincere affections, genuine devotion, freedom from mere convention, 
absence of hypocrisy - how much religion needs what youth has to 
offer* And how much youth needs a full, free, genuine 
religious life for the oompletest positive development of his 
emotional nature! Other knowledge and experience by means of 
other studies may give in part the training necessaiy for a 
negative developnent in the foim of the necessary inhibitions of 
a wide knowledge and a critical judgment; but only the knowledge 
and e^roerienoe of religion which may come with a scientific 
but appreciative study of it can train the emotional nature 
positively in the developnent of dynamic ideals and effective 
attitudes; It is the peculiar province of the college teacher 
of religion to deal taiquely with the emotional nature of the
-25-
college student. And if he is to do this for the most worth 
while results in the development in his students of a full, free 
strong and serviceable personality it must be by an instruction 
characterized both in subject matter and. method by breadth, 
depth, height, naturalness, genuineness, sanity and balance.
-26-
CHAPTER IV.
MORAL TRAITS OP TEE COLLEGE PRESHMAH.
A. GElTERAl. CHARACTERISTICS 
Relation to t>ther traits,
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MORAL (TRAITS OP THE COLLEGE PRESHMAK
A. RELATION TO OTHER TRAITS
1. IN ESSENTIAL NATURE,
The moral nature, like the intelleotual and the 
emotional, is not distinct and separate. It is rather hut 
a particular aspect or phase of the total life of an individual. 
An individual does not have several differerit natures, each 
with characteristics and activities all its own* An individual 
has hut a single nature; complex it may he, but still a unit 
in essential being.
The moral nature of an individual is his total mental
life considered in its idealistic and social aspects. It is
his intellectual and emotional nature as deliberately and
habitually related to the common good. As some one has well
said, "morality is the intelligent choice by the individual of
1
habits of action for the good of the grox^"*
The moral life of an individual is rooted in the same 
physical organism the same nervous system, the same brain- as 
his intellectual and emotional life* It is the product of the 
same powers of instinct, feeling and thought. Its only dis­
tinction from the rest of the life of an individual is its 
special reference to particular aspects of his environment - 
namely, the social or personal aspects.
1 Norsworthy and Whitley:Payohology of Childhood, p.E£4.
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2. IN CO™ON CHARACTERISTICS
(1) I^TURITY
Tha moral nature of the College freshman shares with 
his mental nature in general several traits in comnon. Among 
these is maturity. The morality of the child and even of the 
early adolescent is necessarily immature for want of the complete 
development of the essential mental powers and a sufficient back» 
ground of experience. In. the older adolescent the mental powers 
are at their full and the e3?perience has widened^ so that a 
genuinely and completely moral life is for the first time possible. 
A child is not so much immoral as comparatively ,non-moral in 
distinction from the older adolescent. At least four elements 
are involved in complete morality: intelligence, or the proper 
knowledge and understanding of right and wrong; personal choieo, 
or the free and deliberate decision to do the ri^t: habituated 
action, or the actual doing of the ri^t as a fi^ed tendency 
rather than mrer good intention or occasional spasmodic good 
deads; and social relationships, or reference to the common good 
of others as well as of self. The college freshman is fully 
capable of completely realizing each of these elements in his 
moral life. He is morally mature, whether or not he is morally 
worthy or virtuous• 
fa) INDEPENDENCE
The moral nature of tha college freshman shares with 
his general mental nature also the trait of independence. Ha 
is decidedly prone, in moral matters especially; to decide for
-29-
him*
Inasmuch as this is one of the essential elements of any 
real morality, thou^ it involves the possibility and even the 
probability of many mistaifces in judgmentit is nevertheless a 
most valuable and commendable trait, and one v/hich the teacher 
of morals and religion should consistently respect*
(3) RATIONALITY
A third respect in which the moral nature of 
the college student is llXa that of hi s mental life in general 
is in its rationality. In every moral decision reason plays a 
large part with the colldge freshman. He may not really be 
as reasonable as ho thinks he is , but he loves to argue qtuestions 
of right and wrong and have what is to him a plausible basis in 
reason for every course of conduct. His tendency to generalize 
also comes into play here and makes it possible for him to 
determine his action in eiccordanoe v/ith broad principles of 
0 onduct.
This gives the study of ethis and the moral aspects 
and social teachings of historic religion a special interest 
for him*
(4) HATUR&UffiSS
Still another genei^al'characteristic of the moral 
nature of the college youth is naturalness. This may, combined 
v/ith his independence and rationality, result in unconvention­
ality. But it commonly means a certain free and spontaneous 
sincerity in his moral attitudes which, while sometimes disastrous
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to artifiGial standards of conduct, is altogether wholesome in 
its possibilities for genuine morality. It can not be too 
carefully conserved and utilized by the teacher of religion and 
ethics.
B. PARTICUI.^ GH&HaCTSKISTICS
But in addition to these general moral traits 
there are certain particular traits whicdi, at least in their 
degree, are specially characteristic of the college freshman*
1. JUSTICE
First among them may be mentioned his keen 
sense of .justice. Both the early adolescent and the child also 
'have this sense, but in their case it manifests itself rather 
in insistence upon one's own ri^ts than in regard for duties 
to others; while in the older adolescent it has broadened to 
include both - he is keenly alive to his rights but also clearly 
conscious of his obligations, and inclined to acknowledge and 
fulfill them. This tendency is quite a natural sequence of the 
maturing of the individualistic instincts - such as food getting, 
ownership, and fitting - together with the appearance now in 
full force, of the social instincts - such as kindliness, 
sympathy, gregarious ness, and desire for approval. But whatever 
its origin, the sense of Justice is strong in the college student 
in its broadest form and provides a ready basis for ethical 
appeal*
2. ALTRUISM
The teniency to altruism, or unselfish regard
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for the interests and welfare of others, is also strong*
This trait is closely allied to his sense of Justice but goes 
beyond it. It is rather the product purely of his tendency 
to kindliness and sympathy, which may be a phase of his parental 
or "maternal" instinct.^ However that may be* the older 
adolescent has a decided tendency' to make others happy and to be 
happier because of their happiness - perhaps more strongly than 
at any other period of his life. At any rate soma of the 
college students* natural tendencies encourage the belief that 
good will to men has its roots in the original nature of man and 
appears in its most spontaneous form in later adolescence.
This does not mean, of course, that the college student 
is a saint or bound to develop a life of perfect unselfishness - 
too many individual tendencies and other social tendencies 
largely selfish in their ends are eilso actively present in his 
nature to make such an outcome inevitable - but it does mean 
that there is in the very matare of the college student the 
source of disinterested service and beneficence.
It is surely among the functioiB of religious education 
in college, on the one hand, to prevent this natural altruism of 
the college student from being overlaid, choked out* perverted 
to special and narrow forms, or wasted in mere effervescent 
sentimsEtality and, on the other, to conserve it* adjust it to 
the more selfish instincts, develop it along the lines of practic­
al service, and extend its field from the physical to the realm
^ See Horsworthy and Whitley:Phychology of Childhood, p. 59.
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of the mental and spiritual.
3. IDEALISM
One more ohar act eristic of the moral nature of 
the college freshman should be noted - and that is Idealism, 
or the passion for moral perfection. It is perhaps more general 
than particular, in that it is possibly not so much a distinct 
tendency as a complex of other tendancias; but, at any rate it 
is peculiarly prominent in middle and later adolescence. It is 
evident in the narciless moral criticism and unsparing moral 
condemnation that you^ heaps at times not only upon others but 
upon self when standards of moral perfection-are not attained.
It is evident in the daringly lofty character of the moral 
standards set up by youth and the earnestness with which youth 
both contends for and strives to attain them and insists upon 
others doing the samsi The presence and strength of this 
tendency in adolescence v;ould seem almost to give grounds for 
the old-fashioned belief in the existence of a moral instinct as 
a distinct original tendency in hizman nature, But, however, 
that may bo, the presence of the trait in the college student 
presents a distinct challenge and a special opportunity to the 
moral and religious educatbX.
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BELIGIOH Airo THE COLLEGE PRESHHAH
1. RELIGION AND LIPS IN GENERAL
(1) Not separate,
(2) The distinotive element in religion.
fa) What religion is not*
fb) What religion is.
2. SLEIvISNTS .OP RELIGIOUS EXPERIENCE
(1) Sense of the supernatural.
(2) Sense of maladjustment, 
f3) Striving for adjustment. 
f4) Realization of adjustment.









RELIGIOUS TRAia?3 OP THE COLLEGE PRESHMAIT
A. EELATIOH TO LIPE IH GENERAL
1. HOT SEPARATE
Here again, even more than ever, v/e need to remind 
ourselves that the total life or nature or being of an individual 
is one life, one nature, one being, and not several, and that 
when we speak of 1he intellectual or the emotional or the moral 
or the religious life or nature of an individual v/e are simply 
talking about the same sirgly, unitary, Individual life,'nature ^ 
being or person considered in different aspects or from different 
points of view or in different relationshipsi
The religious life of an individual, then, is 
simply that individuals* life considered in its religious aspect 
or from the point of view of religion or in its relation to 
religion: it is not a separate and distinct life in any sense.
It is not oven a distinct part of his total life which can be 
separated from the rest in any real way.
2. POPULAR HOTIQH PALSE
This needs special emphasis in view of the fact 
that the wide-spread popular notion of the nature of an individual 
in respect to religion Is distinctly contrary to fact, and hence 
misleading. The notion is that a person is made up of body, 
mind and soul, three distinct natureSj the physical nature, the 
mental nature and the spiritual nature; that ordinary life
w
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employs body and mind only, while religious life requires the 
activity of the "soul” or "spirit", which can ordinarily be 
dispensed with unless one car^s to be religious. The "soul" 
can be "lost" or never be "bom" at all. The mind is bom with 
the body, "of the flesh": the soul is bom "from above" "of the 
Spirit", The gymansium can take care of the body, the class­
room of the. mind , and the Y. M. C. A, Bible Class of the "spirit"^ 
IJo particular amount of intellect is required for ^^spiritual" 
culture and no activity of "soul" is necessary in the gymnasium 
or in the class-room^
Now there is just enougb truth in this notion to make 
it difficult to clearly expose the fallacy and at the same time 
save the truth. But fallacy there is and a very misleading one.
The truth is that religion introduces into life 
certain distinctive elements or characteristics not Ike be had 
without it, that the religious life has certain distinct aspects 
not to be found in the non-religious life. These elements^ 
characteristics or aspects are of peculiar, value to life and 
may or may not be present in any particular individuali They 
are not the inevitable concomitant of physical life or of mental 
life, something more is needed for their possession then muscular 
exercise, intellectual training, or the acquisition of informa- 
tloni They come rather as the result of a certain adjustment 
of the entire mental or spiritual nature, intellectual, emotional * 
and moral, to a certain peculiar environment or to certain 
peculiar aspects of one's environment. All this" the phr.aseology
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of this popular notion attempts to express, but does so, 
unwittingly, in a figure of spaeoh rather than in strict, 
psychological terminology.
The fact is that the human nature and life, human 
consciousness and experience, htiman ”mlnd" or "soul" or 
"spirit", of an individual person, though complex, is essentially 
a xiniti The total person is ipivolved in every form of 
activity or experience, the whole life is affected by the 
activity of every part, every factor of consciousness is influenc­
ed by the action of every other, and no item of experience is 
unrelated to the whole* The religious life is not another and 
separate life but a certain character and (luality and attitude 
of the whole life. Religious activity is not the activity of 
some separate faculty or part of one *8 nature but rather the 
activity of the ordinary faculties of the whole nature, intelleo- 
tlonal, emotional volitional, dealing with a certain subject 
and directed toward certain objects. Religious e:j?)erienoe
involves the activity of body, mind, heart, will as does any 
experience* Religion is a particular phase of the experience 
of the same consciousness, the same pearsomlity, the same human 
nature, the same individual life that is involved in any 
experience. Religion deals with a somewhat different content 
of ]aao\iaedge, is directed tov/ard somewhat different objects of 
thought and feeling, seeks somewhat different ends that does 
industry, for instance, or art, or morality^ or any other phase 
of human e^qperience: but it the same personality, the same
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consGiousness, the same self, the same unit of human nature
in all its parts, the same bo(ay and mind and heart and will and
•
consoienoe, the sane individual human life - that does the deal­
ing, the direoting, the seeding in each casei Religion uses the 
same parts of our nature, the same powers or faoultieg of our 
being, the same physical and mental processes,
2. THS DISTINCTIVE ElEI'ilENT IN RELIGION 
(a) \7HAT ESLIGIQN IS NOT
But if the religious life is not a separate 
an(^ distinct part of life but the v;hole life containing a certain 
distinctive element or related to a certain distinctive environ­
ment or. element in its environment - what is this distinctive 
element in the religious life which enables it* while one with 
the rest of life, to make all the rest different because of it?
Here again we encounter presistent misconceptions 
with regard to the essential nature of religion. Hence before we 
try to see what religion is, it may be well to understand what 
it is not,
(1) NOT A SYSTEai OR BELIBES
Religion is often misconceived as a final and 
infallible system of beliefs "once, for- all delivered to the- 
saints" which must be kept inviolate for its own sake a,t any cost 
to the individual. But this is to mistake a part for the whole, 
an effect for a cause, the content for the process, the object 
for the subject.
Belief is a part of religion but not the most 
vital parti Systematic belief may be an effect or result^ of
religion but it is not the cause of religion or the most 
vital factor in religion. Both in the race and in the individu­
al religious faith and life come before oonsoious or systematic 
belief. Systematic belief is but the cognitive aspect of 
religion, while religion is essentially more emotional and 
volitional than cognitive in nature. Men construct systems of 
belief because they are religious, they are not religious because 
they construct systems of belief. Theology is not religion.
Kot the particular content of the belief but the activity or 
process of believing is significant. Religion is the outreach 
of the whole self and not of the intellect merelyi And the 
essential thing is the nature and direction of the outreach and 
not the character of v/hat is actually graSped. Religion is 
subjective not objective. It has objects which are outside 
the subject but religion is within the subject and not outside.
The exact form and character of the objects of -religion vary 
greatly from time to time and place to place and even from in­
dividual to individual but the essential nature of religion 
itself ranalns the samei The faith of the fathers is " living 
still" but their systems of belief passed away with them. Religion 
is not any system of belief, ^xed, final, infallible - religion 
is a vital outreach, a living e35)erience, a growing life ever 
expressing and re-expressing itself in new and eVer changing 
systems of beliefi
(2) NOT A DIVINE INSTITUTIOH
Religion is sometiiiBS misconceived as a divine 
institution which must be kept inviolate for its own sake at any
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eost to the individual. This fallacy, like the first, also 
mistakes a part for the whole, a means for the end. The truth 
in it is that religion is essentially social as v/ell as individual 
and always inevitably and necessarily takes on organized form; 
Religious life is socially organic by nature. But the organic 
form of the life must not be mistaken for the life itself; The 
social organization of religion in clan or state or church or 
society may serve both to express and to promote the religious 
life, but the form of its ejqpression or the means of its pro­
motion must not be mistaken for the life itself; v/hioh, while 
needirig some form of expression and some means of promotion is 
nevertheless independent of any particular form or any particular 
means. Religion in its essential nature is not the maintenance 
of some particular human institution oonueived as divine.
These two misconceptions of religion, v^loh so evident^
I'y have much in 'common; have a very Important bearing upon the 
character of religious education. When religion is made totally 
objective to the individual either as an infallible system of 
doctrine or as a divine institution then religion becomes an end 
in itself entirely apart from the life of the individual with
interests and rights of its o7m superior to those of the lndividu«
?
al. This is vitally determinative of the aims and methods of 
religious education. If religion is taught for its ovm sake or 
for the sake of some infallible institution or system of doctrine 
with interests and rights of its ovm superior to those of the 
student, the needs of the developing mind of youth may be ignore
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e-d or even violated as inimical to the particular religion or 
institution to be conserved and promoted. But if religion is 
tau^t for the sake of the larger and better life of the student 
himselfj no legitimate demand of that life, emotional or intellect­
ual, need be either denied or ignored. If religion is conceived 
as a final and, infallible system of beliefs "once for all deliver­
ed to the saint” which must be kept inviolate for its own sake at 
any cost to the individual its custodians may well fear and stifle 
the vlgoroxis and fearless Inquiries of the active mind of youth;
But if religion is known as a living experience of the individual 
which blesses the individual and society in proportion to its 
honesty, sincerity, truthfulness, and earnestness, its apostles 
will‘welcome every sincere challenge of real life. Genuine 
religion is as devoted to and as fearless of living truth as is 
science or philosophy and is as much at home In the Ilfe*iStlinulat- 
ing atmosphere of a real college classroom as are they. In fact 
religion is at its best intellectually in just .such an atmosphere 
and the youth who has not experienced the delight and stimulus 
of the intellectual fellowship of genuine religion under such 
auspices has still in store for him one of life's keenest satis­
factions and most invigorating esgperiences.
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(3) HOT A TOTALLY SUPEMATURAL OPERATION*
A third misconception of religipn v/ith important 
hearings upon religious education is that which conveives religion 
as consisting essentially in a totally mysterious and supernatural 
operation of the "Holy Ghost” performed upon the "soul" and 
necessitating only a passive activity of the human mind*
With this conception of religion religious education 
is both unnecessary and impossible. All that is necessary it 
the attainment by the individual of that particular state of 
soul which is the condition requisite for the "experience" and a 
passive submission to the divine operation* Ho amount of 
education, "religious" or otherwise will secure the operation or 
induce the experience.
The fallacy here again is in mistaking a part fqr the 
whole. That the religioias life of the individual involves the 
activity of the Infinite no religious man will deny. Religion 
is impossible without not only belief in that activity but actual 
experience of it. But the activity of the Divine Spirit is 
not all the activity that is involved in the religious life^ 
the human individual is active also in mind, heart and will^ 
whether he realizes it or not. The great apostle Paul long ago 
correctly oonveived the true natuhe of religion in this respect 
as the co-operation of the human and the divine, when ho wrote, 
"Work out your own salvation with fear and trembling; for it is 
God that worketh in you to will and to do of his good pleasure"^ 
And his woyds indicate also the nature of that co-operation as
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consisting in identity of operation, the working of the individual 
bedng the working of God; so that the total jactivity of the 
religious life of the individual while partially mysterious and 
supernatural in origin and agence is not by any means wholly 
mysterious or sypernatural inessential nature, but is rather the 
activity of mind, heart and will of the man himself in aocordancB 
with the laws of human personality.
Religion, then, is the normal, natuj'al Activity of the 
ordinary faculties of the human personality; involving the 
operation of instinct, feeling, sens^tioni perception, memory, 
thought,Judgment, reason, habit, purpose, attitude, emotion, ideal* 
sentiment and all the other psychical processes known and under­
stood throu^ the study of the mental life of man*
Religion then may be taught in Hie sense that the religious 
life may be developed by the development of these psychical 
activities in a religious way for religious ends. Religious 
education is the providing of a religious environment for the 
production of a religious experience and the development of the 
religious life. This Involves religious instruction in religious 
knowledge for the development of religious ideas and ideals* 
religious training in religious activities for the development 
of religious habits and attitudes.- Religion raquiBss knowledge,
^ and the more extensive and accurate that knowledge the better*
Religion requires thought, and the more comprehensive and correct 
that thoiight the better. Religion requires amotion and the 
deeper, stronger and more v/isely controlled that emotion the 
better. Religion requires will, purpose, endeavor, and the more
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earnest and persistent and wisely directed that will the "better* 
Education in religion is the education of the v;hole self 
in a religious way and for religious ends. Religious educaticn 
involves the training and informing of the "mind" or Intellect; 
the training and inspiring of the "heart" or emotions * the train­
ing and the directing of the "will", which is really mind and 
heart joined in action - the total self expressing itself in 
conduct* Religious education is therefore "both possible and 
necessary Inasmuch as religion is not wholly the mysterious and 
supernatural operation of the "Holy Ghost" upon a passive human 
"soul" but rather the normal activity of the human spirit in co­
operation with the Divine Spirit for the development of the larg­
est and best life possible to mani 
(b) V/HAT RED IGI OH IS*
Religion is not a distinct and separate life but a 
distinct element in the total life. Religion is not the accept-* 
ance of an inerrant system of belief or submission to an infallible 
institution but a living experience which expresses Itself only 
partially in belief and in organization. Religion is not a 
totally mysterious and supernatural operation of the Divine Spirit 
upon the human spirit but rather the normal, natural response 
of the human spirit to the Divine.
In this last statement we come the closest to the 
distinctive element in the religious life, the peculiar character­
istic of religion; namely, its reference and relation to the Supers 
human or Supernatural or Divijae. Religion is the total life of
%
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the individual and the group in its relation to the Superhuman, 
Supernatural, Superphysioal; Supermaterial, Super temporal, Super- 
finite, Superrelativa Element in reality, usually oonceived as 
personal and as determinative of all else and termed in the English 
language as God or Deity or the Almighty or the Infinite or the 
Eternal or the Absolute or some similar term. The relation to
the Divine involved in religion includes a feeling after the 
Absolute, a sense of the Supernatural; a sense of dependence upon 
the Superhuman, an attitude of submission to the Divine and in its 
highest form fas in Christianity)- a relationship of fellowship in 
life and wort-with God conceived as a just and benevolent Patheri 
Its veiy essence", then, in the words of MoGiffert, "is the re­
cognition of a life larger than self in which one may live, upon 
Which one may depend, with which one may cooperate. The religious 
man is carried outside himself, his horizon is widened and the 
circle of his interests enlarged."! Eeligion, then, may be 
described as the harmonious adjustimnt of the Individual to his 
total environment conceived aa having super-human and super- 
physical character and worth, and the distinctive element in the 
religious life is its adjustment to this wider, infinite and 
eternal envirormBnt.
1
> P# 156.MoGiffert, A.C.:Rellgious Education, Yol. 14
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B, PEQUIiIAR CHARACTERISTICS OF RELIGIOUS EXPBRIENGEi
This adjustment to an infinite and .eternal environmentj 
which is the distinctive element in the religious life and which 
in its hi^ost form, as in Christianity, "becomes a relationship 
of conscious fellowship in life and work with God conceived as a 
just and benevolent Father - is achieved only as a progressive 
experience.
This progressive .religious experience culminating in 
fellowship with God is marked by certain distinctive elements or 
peculiar characteristics.
1. SENSE OF THE SUPERITATURAl
First there is a sense of 1he Supernatural, some 
recognition in thought or feeling of the reality of the unseen 
as transcendir^ that of the seeui In Christian experience this 
is belief in God. It may be more or less dim or clear, vague 
or definite, implicit or explicit, crude or refined; but without 
some sense of the Supernatural religious experience and life is 
impossible, without some belief in God Christian experience and 
life does not existi
Religious belief may be the product of any one or 
more of five factors: social heredity, authority, reason, 
experience and necessity. In the development of religious life 
in the progress of religious experience each of these factors in 
turn is dominant in the order in which they are named. In early 
childhood religious belief is the result almost entirely of 
social inheritance; the little child appropriates by a sort of
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instlnotive Imitation the belief of his partnes. His belief 
is probably a very simple and crude reflection of theirs. In 
later childhood the force of social authority becomes effective 
by a process of unrefleotive logic which is the beginning of 
reason* "VThat these wise people or sacred institutions or holy 
scriptures tell me must be so" is the implicit; reasoning of the 
ten year old. In adolescence reason beooiiBS an active factor 
in the determination-of belief, but always as a supplementary and 
never as a purely independent factor, simply revising and oorrobora-i 
ting belief already received by inheritance and accepted on author- 
ity rather than creating or establishing belief not before exist- 
ihgi In later life religious experience and practical necessity 
become dominant factors in further strengthening and expanding 
belief first impliclty received by inheritance, then consciously 
aoGOpted on authority, and' later revised and corroborated by 
reason.
Of course all of these factors are operative more or 
less all of the time and the order of their prominence differs 
with different individuals: the little child is imconsciously 
affected by the force of authority and a process of sinple reason­
ing is present in some children q.uite young, wMle the assurance 
of life's emotional experiences and of desire bom of practical 
necessity is never wholly lacking at any age. But in general It 
may be said that the characteristic feature of religious belief 
in later adolescenca is the prominanoe if not the dominance of 
the factor of reflective reasoning as the youth or^tically 
examines the belief of Ms ohildhood and drastically revises it.
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at least in foim, in the light of that examination#
24, SSHSE Qg MAMDcJTJSTMEtTg.
A second element in religioiis experience or the develop­
ment of the feligio-as life, at least in Ohristianityi is a sense 
of maladjustment to the wider environment of the unseen, taking 
the form often of a conviotion of unworthiness or sinfulness#
5?he oharaoter and intensity of this sense of maladjustment differs 
somewhat widely with the temperament, age, and environment of the 
individual. But in general it may be said that it clear or 
strong almost never in early childhood, seldom in later childhood* 
usually in early or middle adolescence, often in later adolescence 
and seldom in adult life#
Among "evangelical" protestants it has commonly been 
known as "conviction of sin" and looked upon as the sine qua non 
of religious experience# It usual3y takes the form of a sense 
of moral unworthiness and consequent self-condemnation with more 
or less mantel distress or even "anguish of soul"^
This stage of experience is particularly natural to 
early adolescence with its recent Intensifying of the emotional 
life and expansion of social and moral horizons and ideals; and 
most college freshman reared in a religious- environment have 
already passed through something of the spiritual storm and stress 
of such an experience, but with widely varying degrees of intensity 
and with differing outcomes*
3, STRIVING EOR ADJUSTI'IBUT#
The third element or stage in a complete religious
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experience is a striving for adjustment to the unseen of "peace 
with God'\
This stage may never he reached. There may be a 
belief in God, a sense of estrangement from him, but With no 
striving for any fellowship with him. The result is a perpetuat­
ed condition of religious dissatisfaction more or less distress­
ing to the individual, to which in time he may become for the 
most part callous*
•But if the individual, probably a youth from fourteen 
to sixteen years of age, takes his belief in God and his sense 
of estrange^nt seriously he may begin consciously to strive for 
harmony with God, adjustment to the wider environment of the 
unseen with its imperative demands upon him*
This striving may be quiet or intense, rational or 
emttional, steady or spasomdic, long oontinued or of short 
duration, suocessful or unsuccessful- depending upon the individual, 
his temperament, environment, and training*
The form of esqpression which the striving taices may vary 
greatly with the individual. It may take the form of personal 
prayer, or of attendance upon the public means of divine graoei 
or of penance of one sort or another, or of works of charity^ or 
of obedience to God in daily righteous living or of any two or 
more of these: but in any case the essential element of the 
striving will be self consecration to the will of God, complete 
submission to the demands of the unseen*
The sense of maladjustment may never entirely pass 
away and the striving may be continued through the years or*
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failing to find relief, the individual may give up the attempt 
and settle down to a religious dissatisfaction to which in time 
he heoouBS more or less accustomed;
4. RSALIZATIQ]^ OF ADJUSTMENT
But in the normal course of a complete 
religious experience there will appear the fourth elerosnt or 
stage; namely, a realization of adJustnBnt to the unseen, of 
harmony with God, a consciousness of fellowship with the Heavenly 
Father,
This experience may come suddenly or gradually, 
intensely or mildly, partially or completely, it may continue 
constant or be somevrtiat intermittent, depending again upon the 
Individual - his temperament, training and environment.
Its hipest Christian form is perhaps a quiet 
and constant consciousness of fellowship with God in dally life 
and work v\hich involves a sense of essential fellowship and co­
operation with one * 3 fellowmen in all the normal activities of 
human life. Or it might be described as a sense of normal 
adjustnsnt to one * s unseen environment involving a normal adjust­
ment to the seen, by virtue of which one is in essential harmony 
with himself, with the physical universe, with his fellows and 
with God, and so realizing and helping others to realize the 
largest and best possible life in time and in eternity.
Such are the distinctive elements or stages 
of religious experience - a sense of the supernatural or belief 
in God, a sense of maladjustment to the unseen or conviction of 
unworthiness before God, a striving for adjustment or cdnsecration
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to Godj and a realization of adjiistmsnt to the unseen or a 
tfonsoiousness of fellowship with God in life and work.
Most college freshmen are in either the third or 
fourth stage, though some may be in the second or possibly even 
in only the firsti The aim of religious education for the eollege 
freshman should be to help him to develop through these four 
Stages to the fulness of religious experience of conscious fellow­
ship with God in daily life and work*
G* pbculiar charagtehistigs op the religion Qg A
CpItliBGB FRKSHTiiIAT^^
A ool,lege freshman living a religious life will 
share with others these distinctive elements which are common to 
all Christian experience. But there are certain religious traits 
which are more cr less peculiar to later adolescence, -and 
particularly to the college student*
1. MATORITY
The first of these rmy be ternBd maturlty. In 
distinction from that of the child or of the hi^i school student 
the religion of the college student should be a' religion of 
maturity. The religion of childhood can no longer satisfy him. 
"When I was a child I spake as a child, I thought as a child, I 
understood as a child; but when I became a man I put away childish 
things." The great apostle Paul was not the only one Who ever 
had that experience* Every person that ever lived has had it * 
that is, the first part at least. Childhood knowledge and 
experience can not be that of maturity: it remains the knowledge 
and experience of many adults to be sure, but simply because they 
never reach mental naturity*
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This holds true in every realm of the mental life; but it 
is nowwhere more significant than in the religious, - the widesti 
highest, deepest realm of all, both comprehending and surpassing 
all others in breadth of thoughti loftiness of imagination and 
depth of emotion. The religion of a child can not be that of 
maturity, thou^ it is that of many adults who have never matured.
The religion of childhood and the religion of maturity are 
the same, of course, in the simplest, most essential elements 
in both there is a sense of God, a sense of obligation to Him, 
an endeavor to do His will, and perhaps even something of a 
consciousness of fellowship with Him. But the religion of child­
hood is vastly different from the religion of maturity in foim 
and complexity of structure and in range and variety of experience. 
The chicken and the egg are of course the same in essential nature 
but their difference is of more practical significance than their 
identity. A poultryman would soon come to grief if he did 
not think soi The ideas of childhood religion are few and 
exceedingly simple: in the religion of full maturity they are 
innumerable and of almost Infinite complexity. The imagination 
in the religion of childhood finds easy delight in simple crea­
tions that are perfectly satisfying: in the religion of maturity 
the imagination is taxed to the utmost and oftlmes completely 
exhausted. The emotions of religion in childhood are few and 
single and crude: in maturity they are many and complex and re­
fined. The religion of childhood is self-centered: the religion 
of maturity is humanity centered. The religion of childhood is 
a religion of impulse: the religion of maturity, of purpose* The
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religion of ohildhood is a religion of impression: the religion 
of matarity, of espression. The religion of ohildhood is xin- 
reflecting suhmiasion: that of matarity* self-ohosen' and self- 
direoted conduct* The religions world of ohildhood is small 
and wonderfully simple: the religious universe of maturity is 
limitlessly large and infinitely complex.
In the proper religious environment it is as natural 
for youth to exchange the religion of childhood for the religion 
of maturity as for an egg to hatch into a chichen or as it is 
for him to exchange the physical life or the intellectual life 
or the social life of a hoy for that of a man. It is the duty 
of the college to help him in the one case as truly as in the 
o'ther, and it is the peculiar province of the department of 
religion to do this* And this involves the right sort of 
class room instruction and training. Each phase of personal 
development demands as proper environment for- proper develop­
ment something more than that intangible something called "atmos­
phere", constituted merely of the invisible aromas of radiant 
personalities. That is valuable, but along it is absolutely 
insufficient; whether in the physical, intellectual, emotional^ 
social, moral or religiotis life. Information, instructloni 
knov/ledge is needed, to provide food for thought and guidance 
for action* And the knov/ledge ought to be as complete as 
necessary and as accurate as possible in each field, including 
that of religion. But more than that, training mxist be provided* 
training in the use of that knowledge by the mind to prepare it 
for its application to the practical needs of life: skill is
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needed, - skill in accurate observation of the phenomena in 
the field, skill in the correct interpretation of thei» significance 
for life, skill in appreciation of the true valiies in the field, 
skill in the application of those values to life.
The religious education of the college student must be 
such as will help him exchange the religion of childhood for the 
re.ligion of maturity. If a fertile egg is not kept in the proper 
environment and given the proper treatment the chick within it 
dies in the shall. The proper environment for the religious
life of youth is, of ccxirse, almost Infinitely more complex than 
that of the egg, but, like the chick, unless that proper environ­
ment is had the religion of youth will die in the shell, and the 
collage graduate may go through life with the onoo live religion 
of his childhood dehd within him but still cherished with pathetic 
devotion because of its associations with childhood, home, and 
mother. If the college is, instead of a cold storage or re­
frigerating plant, a rel|:gioua incubatcr - as it ought to be - 
the college student will experience a new birth of religion, as 
the religion Of his childhood is transformed into the religion of 
maturity, intellectually and emotionally satisfying; a never 
failing comfort in trouble and C never dying inspiration to ’ 
heroic living the rest of his days.
The other traits of the college freshman's religious 
life are. like maturity, common to his mental life in general.
2. Iin)EPEMDEITGE
There is jjidependence, Just as he is independent
in all his thinking and choosing so he is independent in his 
religious belief and practloe. He is not content merely to 
retain what he -has inherited; what was good enoa^ for his 
parents may not be good enoa^ for him* External authority, too* 
has lost much of its force: he does not like ex cathedra utter­
ance and "because the Bible tells me so " is no longer sufficient; 
he likes Paul's exhortation "prove all things, hold fart that 
which is good"* His own reason and conscience constitute the 
only court of last appeal he is ready to recognizeA
3. RATIOKALITY
His independence is closely bourd up with his 
rationality. He has great confidence in the cogency of logic* 
\71iatever can not be demonstrated by rational argument can not 
bo true. The formal arguments for the existence of God mean 
much to him. They may not create his belief in God but they
I
strengthen it. Whatever can not be rationally demonstrated 
is of doubtfhl certainity, and whatever is contrary to reason is 
clearly false. Miracles are stumbling blocks instead of
stepping stones to his faith and he can accept them only when 
they are brought under some higher law* He is naturally a 
rationalist in religion*
4. NATUHAINESS
He is inclined to naturalness in his religious 
life as in his life in general. He dislikes artificiality and 
abhcrs pretense and sham. Ha means to be genuine and sincere




Next to logical coherence or consistency as 
a criterion of trath with him is prao tic silty. His tendency 
to pragmatism in general shows itself In his religion. He is 
quite ready to believe that "faith without works is dead"; he 
v/ants deeds not Just words in religion as in everything else*
The religion that works, the faith that is useful is quite 
likely to be true*
6. IBSALISM
And yet wilh his practicality there is a 
splendid idealism. His standards are high and he tests himself 
and everyojie else by them. He believes in them implicitly 
but can defend them by explicit argumentation. He is quick 
to doubt which h©' has been taught or always believed but ha is 
not inclined to doubt the validity of his self chosen ideals 
nr the possibility of their realization'. It is not difficult 
for him to believe in the'reality of the unseen if it can be 
rationally comprehended and he is quite ready to acknowledge its 
rightful authority over him*
In fact the intellectual, emotional, moral 
and religious nature of the college freshman is such that v/ith 
the proper environment, instruction, and training his all 
development, mental, moral, and religious, is a natural^ momal 
and harmonious process and may result in such character and 
conduct as shall mean abiding satisfactions in life tea himself 
and increasing helpfulness to his fellows and to God.
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In the matter of his religious education what 
constitutes such environment, instruction and training?
PART II
THE TASK OP THE CHRISTIAN COLLEGE IN




THE TASK OP THE CHRISTIAN COLIEGB
IN A HEMOCRACY
In determining the character of the religious
\
education of the college freshman we have .first considered the 
nature of the individual to be educated* We now need to 
consider the character and ideals of the society in v;hieh he lives. 
This means the college as a social institution its ohataotef^ 
place and function in the religious education of youth.
Inasmuch as the author of this thesis has already
treated this theme in his thesis entitled ”The Task of the
1
Christian College in a Democracy^ we shall merely insert here 
a partial comprehensive summary of that thesis and pass to Part III 
of our present thesi'a, - namely, a consideration of the means and 
materials with which the aims of the religious education of the 
college freshman may best be achieved*
1
Being an M. A. Thesis for Boston University Graduate School,1925.
COIIPREHENSIVB SUMMERY 05*
"m TASK OS' TEE CHRISTIAN COLLEGE IN A DEMOCRACY”
All life is perpetual adjustment of three factors: 
individual, society and environment.
This adjustment v/hen consciously controlled by society 
is education#
The ideal adjustment of individuals and society is de­
mocracy#
Democracy has become a world passion.
This world passion, if it is to result in good, jiust 
have human control#
America is working out this problem of human adjust­
ment under human control#
In America the end of social adjustment is democracy; 
the means i public education.
In America education for democracy involves making the 
school a miniature world in which is experienced every essential 
element of human life.
Because of the separation of chiirch and state for the 
sake of religious liberty America has omitted from this miniature 
world of school life one of the most essential elements of real 
life^ — religion.
America tried to compensate for the omission of re­
ligion from the public school by substitution the religious 
Sunday School in the Church#
But the Sunday School failed to produce Intelligent
religion because its methods were not educational.
As a result the youth of America are growijag up in religious 
ignorance.
Education and religion, the shhool and the church, must Join 
hands for the realization of social democracy.
Intelligent religion is the harraonio;is adjustment of the 
Individual to his total anvironinent conceived as having super­
human and super-physical character and worth;
This total environment includes society and this harmonious 
adjiistraent involves democracy.
Religion has furnished the ideal of democracy—fraternal
cooperation: religion must furnish its only sufficient motive_
altruistic good-^will.
Education and religion have drawn close together;
Both have ceased tt be purely individualistic and have 
become social in aim.
Education has become religious in spirit and religion has- 
become educational in methndi
The church is now building a system of church schools for 
the religious education of the childhood and youth of America.
The church college must become the c^-stone of this struct 
ture and complete the religious education of youth*
This means that the churoh college must teach not simply 
raligioijs education nor Biblical literature nor religious 
doctrine but religion*
The Chuxoh college was founded to teach religion
But many factors forced religion out of its curriculum*
Fundamental to them all was the essential difference in 
the nature of education and religion.
Education was "worldly” and "natural", religion ^’other­
worldly" and "supernatural."
But now religion has come to include the worldly and the 
natural as well as the other-worldly and the supernatural.
A liberal education is not complete which does not in­
clude education in religion.
The mental development Of youth is incomplete without 
education in religion.
The religious development of the college youth requires 
education in religion as a part of his college education.
College education in religion necessarily involves class­
room instruction in religion*
No single human institution can do more for the realization 
of world democracy than can the American church college by pro­
viding a Christian education to the youth of America.
PARO? Ill
THE PLACE OP BIBLICAL RELIGl'OlT
Ili IHS HKLIGIOUS LEVEL OPItSM OP 
THE COLLEGE PSESHEM.
VII COLLEGE HELIGIOH AND THE GHRISTIAIT RSLIGIOU*
VIII COLLEGE RELIGIOII ALL BIBLICAL HSLIGIOEi
IZ BIBLICAL HELIGIOH AND THE COLLEGE PRBSBIAN,
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OUTLINE 0? GHAPTER YII
COLLEGE "RELIGION" AND TliE CHRISTIAN RELIGION.
1. The Amerioan Ghtiroh College to teach Christianity
£. Christian solution needed for problems of society 
Professor Oillin*s argument
3. College "religion" to be the religion of Jesus
(1) Not static, traditional, sectarian Christianity 
[Z) But vital, dynamic, basic Christianity 
The Christianity of the future
4. Attitude of traditional "scholarship" one-sided
Emphasis should be 
fl) Not research but education 
(Z) Not subjects but youth
(3) Not "truth for truths' sake" but truth for 
humanity’s sake*
5. The Church College ought to be "biased".
(1) Not unconcern for truth, but concern
(2) Not denial of freedom to scholar ship j but
opportunity
6. The College instructor ought to be "biased".
(1) Self "biased," not with hands tied and mouth 
stopped^
(E) Self "biased," not hobbled by law of church 
or statei
7. An'ideal instructor in "religion"
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CHAPTER VH
COUiSGE "RELIGION” AND THE CHRISTIAN RELIGION
1, THE AIJERICAN GHDRGH COLLEGE TO TEACH CHRISTIANITY*
vmen we in America talk: about teaching religion for moral 
and religioua values in the American church collegei v;e mean, 
primarily, teaching the Christian religion. As Professor Coe 
has put it, "Vfe are not to teach religion in general, being 
content with merely atmospheric faith, but Christian religion with 
its sharp-edged demands upon life. Not merely do the aims of 
this religion outrun those of the state, but at vital points the 
mind of Christ is in conflict with the spirit of the modern state”.
2. CHRISTIANITY NEEDED.
The American College needs the Christian religion to save 
it and save society from the advocacy of certain solutions of the 
great problems of human society which are psychologically and 
sociologically inadaq.uata, ethically imperfect and religiously 
barren. Professor Gillin has put this so forcefully that I must 
^uote him at considerab'le length.
"The religion of the Bible is a social religion having 
to do with man*s relation^ips to others, both divine and 
human, and supplying ideals and motives for the adjustment 
of his relationships to others in the interest of justice 
and right between himself and others—A theory of social 
relationships has gro^vn up without any reference to Christian 
principles. Sooial theory both in economics, politics and 
sociology has placed its chief reliance upon the inter­
play of the selfish impulses and interests of men. These 
selfish forces do woite out certain social adjustments but 
not the highest and best. TJnselfi^ activities, social 
ideals and unselfish motives must be invoked also to perfect 
our social relationships. The religion of the Bible furnishes 
both the Ideal and the motive power for the production of 
right sooial relationships. Ethics can give us the naked
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ideal, but ideals clothed in moving personalities 
and motivated not only by self-interest but personal 
example, inspired by the religious appeal, must be 
invoh:ed also. The religion of the Bible supplied the 
greatest of all social ideals, an ideal international 
in its scope, in the "Kingdom of God," The international 
socialists have conceived a social organization of the 
world. But it lacks the religious appeal to secure 
justice between groups and interests. The "Kingdom" of 
Jesus and the Christian Church is a dream that embraces 
all that is good in the socialists international party 
without the shortcoming of the socialists dream; for it 
embraces within its horizon not only the welfare of the 
poor and the laborer but the welfare of the rich as 
well. It is brotherhood not for a party but for the 
whole human family. It is motivated by a patriotic 
appeal without national hatreds. It is based upon the 
demand for social justice between all classes of society, 
the rich and the poor, the educated and the ignorant.
It is the incarnation of Democracy based upon the 
religipus ideal of the brotherhood of man and inspired 
by the example of Jesus Christ.”
I know of no more accurate and forceful putting 
of the sociological significance of the religion of Jesus than 
that. I cannot conceive of a more stirring challenge to the 
Church Colleges of America to perform their sociological function 
and fulfill their religious missioni
3. COLLEGE RELIGIOK TO BE THE RELIGION OE JHSUS.
Ue have in that statement of Professor Gillin 
also, an exact definition of the particular brand of the Christian 
religion that must be taught in the American college for the 
moral and spiritual redemption of the youth of America and* 
throu^ them, the moral and spiritual redemption of human society. 
It is not the Christianity of the past but the Christianity of 
the future. It is not the Christianity of any historic period 
of the Christian Church whether ancient, medieval or modern but 
the simple religion of Jesus, applied in accordance with the un­
changing principles of Jesus to the individual and social problems
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of ever changing human life in such form and fashion as is 
determined for each generation of humanity by the never dying 
dynamic of his, spirit. It is not the Christianity of any 
historic sect of the Christian Church, Catholic or Protestant 
but that vital, basic Christianity which undergirds them all and 
will some day be recognized as the genuine foundation of their 
essential spiritual unity. It is the best religion yet conceived 
by the mind and soul of man, the religion for y;hich all the 
world hungers though it knows it not, the religion which con­
tains within itself the best ^leiaent of all the religions of 
humanity and the germ of that final religion of all the world 
which alone can usher in that "one far-off, divine event to­
ward which the whole creation moves."
4. ATTITUDE OP TRADITIONAL "SCHOLARSHIP" ONE-SIDED.
Now from the standpoint of the dispassionate "scholar­
ship" of academic traditionaliaa that statement is raera en­
thusiasm and hence must never be uttered from the chair of an 
institution of hi^er learning. Let me say., on the other hand, 
that that statement, while the utterance of the emotional nature, 
is nevertheless the utterance of the intellect as wellj in that 
holy partnership which ought to be the end of all true education. 
It is indeed the free e^ipression of the feelings of the heart, 
bujr it is none the less the exact expression of the thoughts of 
the head. It is the expression of an attitude of faith but a 
faith founded upon knowledge and experience. It is prompted by 
the impetuous intuitions of the hiunan soul but those intuitions
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Gurbed and guided and spurred by the caloulating criticism of 
the human intellect.
It is high time, for the welfare of our youth and our nation 
and human society at large that in our American Church Colleges 
there was both permitted and enoouraged the holy wedlock of the 
head and the heart, intellect and emotion, criticism and passion. 
True, Just as there is a place and a time, in religious worship 
for instance, where the emotions should bb given freer play with­
out the immediate restraint of the intellect should be permitted 
to function in solitude without the interference of the emotions. 
Butj that place is the graduate school of the University for 
original research and not the college of liberal arts, and that 
time is after the attainment of a well balanced maturity and 
not during the stress and storm of the intellectual and emotional 
reconstruction of impetuous, inexperienced adolescence.
The function of the college of liberal arts is educationj not 
research; its first interests ought to be not in subjects but in 
young men and women. It will be concerned for truth, but not 
for truth*3 sake or even for the world's sake, primarily, but
for the sake of the young men and v/omen committed to its care and
«
training, andj secondarily, for the sake of human society in the 
service of which they are to be leaders. It will aim not to make 
specialists but all round men and women; not to develop one side 
of their nature along, but all sides equallyj not merely the 
intellectual, but the emotionali the socied, the moral, the 
religious, as well. And the church college will realize that this 
cannot be done without religion; its chief function will be
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religious eduoation, the production of intelligent religion and 
religious intelligence, the development in its students of 
Christian character and life. It will be concerned for the 
truth, but also and perhaps even more, if there be any comparison 
possible', for the ri^t and the good in the light of Christian 
religion, for the sake of its students and for ihe sake of human­
ity. Its great arrL compelling ideal will be the Kingdom of God 
on earth. !go this end it may teach many subjects, but, above all, 
it will teach Christian religion, and it will teach all its other 
subjects in a menner conducive to Christian religionk 
6. THE GHOHCH COLLEGE OUGHT TO BE "BIASED”.
Yes, if you please, the Church college will be "biased".
But in this alone it will not be peculiar. Every earnest college, 
every earnest teacher, every earnest man is "biased" in spite of 
all honest protestation to the contrary; biased by the truth as 
he sees it from the point of view he has honestly taken. The 
difference between earnest men is not in th© possession or the 
want of a "bias" but in the character of the bias, in the con­
sciousness or unconsciousness of its possession, and in the
frank confession or the self-deceived denial of it. No man is
\
pure intellect or ever was intended to be: nor is unaided in­
tellect a safe guide to the largest truth.
Eveiy Christian college ought to be Christian. How­
ever astonishing this may seem to be sincere but naive advocate 
of pure scholarship, of the pursuit of truth for truth*s sake.
The fact is, the real truth in forms of real value is much more 
likely to be discovered by open-eyed, open-minded, tolerant.
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warm blooded, self-consoioais "bias" toward the practical life- 
values of truth than by blind, prejudiced, intolerant, cold­
blooded indifference to life's practical interests. The Christian 
college ought- to have a Christian "bias", in the name of demon­
strated lifo-valiies and in the interests of its students and of 
humanity; a "bias" against the "Materialistic" view of the 
universe and in favor of the "idealistic" or personalistic:" a 
"bias" against the pagan view of morality and religion and in 
favor of the Christian.
And mark youj this is not unconcern for the truths It is 
concern for the whole truth as against part truth, the larger 
Jiruth as against the lesser, positive truth as against negative, 
constructive truth as against destructive, truth in forms of 
life value as against truth without form and void.
Moreover, this is not a denial of freedom of scholarship.
It is simply a denial of license to teaoh half truth in place of 
whole, negative in place of positive, destructive in place of 
onstractive; a denial of license to destroy the student's implioity* 
intuitive, inherited faith in moral and spiritual values; a denial 
of the license to teach barren materialism in an institution 
committed to idealism, atheism in an institution working in the 
name of God, paganism in an institution devoted to the cause 
of Christ. It is liberty of the truest and finest sort: liberty 
to have a heart as well as a head; liberty to fellowship with the 
right and the good and the beautiful aa well as with the true; to 
fellowship with the infinite as well as with the finite; to live
in the spiritual universe as v/ell as the materiali to he an 
artist as well as a scientist; to be a teacher as well as a 
scholar and a man as wall as a teacher; to know something of 
other fields as well as your own; to respect other subjects as 
well as your own subjects, and to love young men and women more 
than your subject.
6. TBE COILSGE lIJSTRUGTOR OUGHT TO BE "BIASED".
It is the duty of the Church College, not to tie the 
hands and stop the mouths of its profes^brs, nor' to tell them 
Viftiat to teach or how to teach it; but to choose carefiilly such 
men for its professors as shall enjoy such larger liberty rather 
than crave such lesser license. It is the duty of the Christian 
ChiiToh not to pass state laws or church laws forbidding certain 
teaching but to demand of the Churoh College, in the place of a 
naive profession of unbiased sbholarshlp in the name -of pure 
science, an honest confession of Christian bias toward truth in 
the name of Christ and of humanity in the interests of its 
students and of society. The Christian college will teach all its 
subjects in a Christian way but, abeve all, it will teach, as the 
most vital subject of all, Christian religion in a scholarly way.
AH IDSAl INSTRUCTOR IN RELIGION.
It is very evident that the greatest problem hero is 
the man; the persomlfty and the point of view, the ability and 
the knowledge of the instructor. He must not only know hie 
subject with a wide and accurate knowledge, but even more he 
must know how to teach it; and not merely how to teach it.-but
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moral and religious values in the lives of his students. And 
this involves a ri^t point of view even more than mere ability 
to teach. It means a Christian bias, a Christian-interest, a 
Christian piarpose in his teachings; but Christian in the largesti 
truest sense, vrf.th nothing petty, sectarian, nothing prejudioed* 
nothing intolerant, nothing malicious, about it; the bias of the 
larger scholarship as against the lesser, of genuine scholarship 
as against spurious, a Christian bias that is unafraid of truth 
if only truth is really given a chance, that knows that then the 
true will always be found to be one with the right, the good and 
the beautiful. And above all and incliiilng all he must have 
that intangible, incalculable something called "personality." 
that sum total of personal characteristics that makes him a man as 
well as an instructor j yes, a man as well as a Christian, a 
Christian gentleman and scholar in the finest sense, and all 
round, well-balanced, self-mastered, human being, rigorous In 
his demands upon himself, yet unnoticaably so, but with sympathy 
and patience towards others bom of intelligent understanding and 
gehuine interest and good will. A paragon? Yes, an ideal, to 
be realized as closely as possible in the man chosen for profess­
or of "Christian Kaligion" in the American Church colleges. But 
after all only such a paragon as ought to be desideratum of every 
dhaic in the institution, though^ of course, preeminently invalu* 
able in the chair of Religion.
T
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OUa?LIKE OP CHAPOSR VIII 
COLISGE RELIGION AHD BIBLIGAI. RELITIOR 
1* Alms of College religion
fl) Ultimate end of religious education
(2) Ultimata aim of college "religion"
(3) Educational aims
(4) General instructional aims
(5) Incidental instructional aims
(6) Specific instructional aims
2. Content of college religion 
fl) Biblical religion
(2) Christianity
3. Superiority of Biblical religion for aim
(1) A Christian must know Jesus
(2) A Christian must have mind and spirit of Jesus
(3) Authority of Scriptures in facts and truths
f4) Scriptures the soiirce and norm of Christianity.
4. Biblical religion essential for Christian!zation of
Ghristianity
(1) Reaction of college graduate upon Christianity
(2) Christianity ever changing
(3) College graduate to determine the Christianity
of tomorrow
f4) The answer of dynamic Christianity to human problem 
Best found in a fresh appeal to Jesus 
Best woriced out in college*
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CHAPTER VIII
COLLEGE RELIGION AND BIBLICAL RELIGION 
1. Allis OP COLLEGE RELIGION.
The ultimte and of religioixs education in college is one 
with that of college education in general — a full halanced*
3elf-mastered personality, self-directed toward worthy ends 
Including the welfare of humanity. The ultimate aim of teach­
ing Christian religion in college is to help the student to 
realize a genuine, personal Christian life and character* true 
to the spirit and principles of Jesus, in conscious fellowship 
with the infinite God, seeking the Kingdom of God on earth*
Kore specifically, the educational aim is:-
to give him wide and accurate religious knowledge, 
to multiply, enlarge and refine his religious ideasi 
to help him to correct moral and religious attitudes, 
to enlarge and refine his moral and religious sentiments* 
to enlighten and strengthen his faith 
to arouse and direct his devotion, 
to increase and refine his zeal*
to inspire, enlarge and ptirify his moral and religious
ideals,
to help him form worthwhile religious habits*
to encourage him to sincere religious expression in Whrship
and service: in a word,
to vitalize and develop his moral and religious life and 
character, by developing, not destroying, his boyhood religion*
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(The general instructional aim will be to help the 
student to such an evaluation by the intellect and appreciation 
by the emotions of the religion of Jesus and of the Christian 
religion that the student will Intelligently and enthusiastical­
ly develop a Christian religion of his own and intelligently ^ 
and enthusiastically commit himself to the Christianization of 
human society*
Incidental instructional aims will be:- 
Appreciation of religion in general*
Appreciation of the Bible 
Appreciation of the Christian Church*
Still more specific instructional aims will be:- 
An intelligent understanding of the nature of the Bible,
A general knowledge of Bible history,
A particular knov/ledge of the life, character and teach­
ings of Jesus
A knowledge of Christian missions.
An understanding of the application of Christianity to 
present day problems*
2* GOUTEKT OE COLLEGE RELIGION.
Aa to general content, there are two somewhat distinct 
fields: Biblical religion and Christianity; Of the two the 
study of Biblical religion is by far the more important and most 
of the courses ought to be in that field*
3* SUPERIORITY OP BIBLICAL RELIGIOIT.
There is a tendency in some quarters today to belittle 
the study of the Bible for religious education. It may be ad­
mitted ttiat there is considerable material in the history of
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Christianity and even in general history and literature that is 
valuable for religious education: but if the aim is the develop- 
n^nt of Christian life and character, nothing can equal the study 
of the Bible itself. To be really a Christian one must ]mow 
Christ, must know Jesus’ life, character and teachings above all.
To really understand Jesus one must knew the Hebrew people and 
their religion. All knowledge of Jesus and the Hebrews comes 
originally from the Bible. One may get it second hand from 
others but spring water is better than cistern water, source 
literature is better than derived. The facts which are the 
historical basis of Christian faith are recorded in simplest form 
only in the scriptures. The truths which are the essential con­
tent of Christian faith are set forth in pure form only in the 
Scriptures. In any other writing these facts’ are inevitably more 
or less distorted by the limitations of the writer and his particul­
ar bias, and the truths more or less adulterated. Of course, one 
can live on cistern water if it is not too contaminated. So one 
can live a sort of Christian life on such second-hand knowledge 
of original Christianity, if it is not too much distorted; but it 
will not be the Christian life at its best.
And then, to be a real Christian one must not only know 
Jesus with the intellect but fellowship with him with the heart*
To attempt such fellowship throu^ the medium of others is like 
attempting wedlock by proay. To be a real Christian, in other 
words, is to have the mind of Jesus and to share his spirit. Some 
sort of knowledge of Jesus may be conveyed after a fashion through
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the channel of human tradition; but the mind of Jesus j the spirit 
of Jesus, oan no more be transmitted by tradition than stmshine 
can bo stored in tin cans. The tradition of men wore the curse 
of Judaism which killed prophecy and starved and oppressed the 
souls of the people in Jesus* dayC Likewise the traditions of 
man have been repeatedly the curse of Christianity, Ifilling faith 
and starving and oppressing the sduIs of the common people until 
some prophetic soul has' broken the bonds of tradition and dogmatism 
and led the people straight to the one source of simple knov/ledge 
and true faith*
The authority of the Scriptures, which has always bean 
felt by those who have bean acquainted with them, is the authority 
of simple facts and the living truths, vital and free and winning 
and life-giving. The authority of traditicnal Interpretation is 
the authority of a dead hand, cold and lifeless and inflexible- 
and death dealing. The only salvation from intellectual and 
spiritual stagnation and death is a continuous first hand knowledge 
of the simple facts and the living truths contained, in the script­
ures. The Bible must be the principal text book in moat courses 
-in the Christian religion: not because tradition demands it but 
because true scholarship requires it. As long as the Bible 
provides the only source material of that life and religion which 
always has been and always will be the source and norm of the 
Christian religion* the Bible must continue the great te±t-book 
of Christianity.
4. BIBLICAL HELIGION ESSEHTIAL FOR CHRISTIAIilZATIOK.
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Ar3d this necessity for appeal to the sources is even more 
evident when seen from the point of view of the effect of the 
college student upon Christianity and not nerely the effect of 
Christianity upon him. Action and reaction are equal. The 
earth rebounis from the rubber ball as trulyj thou^ not as 
evidently, as the ball rebounds from the earthi This is a law 
of dynamics and holds true of all things dynamic. Nothing is 
more colossally dynamic than Christianity and nothing more 
essentially dynamic than a college student when Christian intell- 
igance and intelligent Christianity have inspired his soul* As
truly as Christianity has affected him, so truly will he affect 
Christianity.
Ohristianity is not a dead religion of the past, it is a live 
relation of the present and the future. Like all life, it acts 
and it reacts, it gives out and it takes in. And like all life 
at is constantly growing; changeless in essential spirit hut B-eer 
changing in formal embodinent. The faith of our fathers is 
"living still" but their beliefs and practices died with them. 
Whether for tetter or for worse, the Christianity of today is not
the Christianity of yesterday, and neither will it be the Christ- 
lenity of tomorrow.
What will the Christianity of tomorrov/ be? That will be 
determined by the college student of today. Never yet has 
Christianity been the simple religion of Jesus. Never yet have 
his principles or hi s spirit been perfectly inoarnate in an in­
dividual or an institution. Not yet has be been permitted to
determine even the ideals of human soeiety. Not yet has the 
world, or many men in the v/orld, sufficient faith in him. Not 
yet have many Christians, even, dared really to follow him. Not 
yet has even the Church taken him in earnest. Not yet is the 
religion of the Church the religion of Jesus. Not yet is 
Christianity Christian.
Will it ever be? Can it ever be? Ou^t it ever be?
Sail it ever be? The college graduates of each generation answer 
those questions for their generation. The man with out education 
does not answer them: he does not even ask them. To him religion 
is unquestioning submission to the divine authority of his relig­
ious superiors. And his religious superiors happen to be college 
graduates. The man with a professional education only does not 
answer them. Perhaps he has heard them asked but does not earei 
Perhaps he asks them and cares but does not feel ha oan ansv/er 
them* Perhaps he answers them for himself with a hesitating 
opinion of his own but does not dare answer them for others* He 
leaves it for the college- student to do that. And the college 
student does it. He asked the questions in college and answered 
them for himself then, either in the affirmative or in the nega­
tive. And now every day he is repeatiiig that answer to his 
fellows: not perhaps in words but in deeds; for it is he that sets 
the standards for his generation, he who leads in the affairs of 
men, the affairs of the community, the state, the nation^ the 
world; the affairs of the factory, the store, the bank, the office, 
the court, the lodge, and perhaps the Church*
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He leads and others
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follow. It is ha that will sajr whether industry shall ever 
become Christian or even attempt to bei It is he that will say 
whether the nations of the earth shall outlawwar or even attempt 
to do it.
And the answer he gives by his deeds in after life will 
be the answey he gave in his thought while'in college* What shall 
that answer be? Shall it be the answer of biological materialism 
with no hope for the world but through selective breeding of 
human offspring by the folk v/ho do not breed? Shall it be the 
answer of materialistic sociology which has no hope for society 
but enlightened intelligence in the egoistic stru'ggle for self? 
Shall it be the answer of .atheistic economic socialism with no 
hope for men but in the transfer of the selfish greed of the in­
dividual to the selfish greed of a class until that class, shall 
rule or ruin through the destruction of an economic system?
Shall it be the answer of a dead Jiidaism of the past which has no 
.hope for a ruined humanity until the until the omnipotent God 
comes down from heaven, destroys the world and sets up 'a Kingdom 
in which shall reign only those who have been waiting and watching 
for his coming? Or shall it be the answer of a present^ dyaamici 
optimistic Christianity which really believes that the eternal God 
spohe Vivien Jesus said "Seek ye first the Kingdom of God and his 
righteousness and all these things shall be added unto you.” 
"Whosoever should save his life shall lose it, but wfaosoaver will 
lose his life for my sake and the gospal*s the a^e shall find
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it.”; a Christianity v/hioh really believes that the principles of 
love, service and sacrifice as examplified in Jesus are actually 
true end ri^t and good in this world and that the eternal and 
infinite and everliving and everworhing God is on the Qide of the 
true, the ri^t and the good here and now; a Christianity that 
believes that is both actually human and potentially divine^ 
that while environment makes the beasts, man makes both his en­
vironment and himself and so has infinite capacity for development 
and that when man follows his Elder Brother within the circle of 
the Father * 8 household the world will be a brotherhood in actual 
fact and the angel’s song at lawt be realized of "peace on 
good will among men in v/hom God is well pleased"k
Which ^all be the answer of the college student to his 
generation? What shall the Christianity of his day become? What 
shall his own Christianity be? The answer to these q.uestions IS 
for the Christian church college to give-or rather to help him 
find. And where shall he find the answer? In petrified traditions 
accepted without question from the dead hand of a once living 
past? Or in a fresh appeal to the evidence the scriptures bear 
to the testimony of Jesus and in a piesent-day interpretation and 
application of that testimony under the guidance of his ever 
living spirit? Shall the Christian college of today really believe 
that Jesus is the "Alpha and Omega" of Christianity, the beginning 
and the end, its source and its standard? If it does, its great 
text-book will be the Bible, and its constant aim in the teaching 
of the Bible will be intelligent evaluation and enthusiastic
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appreoiation of Jesus as the original source and the final form 
of the Christian life both individual and social, of Jesus the 
only Savior of the individuol and of society*
CHAPTER IX
BIBLICAL RELIGION AND THE COLLEGE FRESHMAN
1. Foundation Course way be in Freshman year
(1) Not a course in Historical and Literary Criticiem 
This for Senior or Graduate only
(2) But beginning with the Life of Jesus*
Scholarly but positive^4-not negative.
2. Foundation Course shoild be in Freshman year 
The religious life of the Freshman needs it
(1) For normal growth
(2) For intellectual adjustment
(3) For moral adjustment.
3. Should begin with a study of Jesus
(1) Objection t^hat point of view be given first 
Best gotten by tahing it
(2) Objection that background be given first 
Enouoh background can be given
(3) The best introduction to Biblical problems 
The most conservative of religious faith
4. Method dynamic not static
(1) Exact and thorough but not exhaustive
(2) Covering entire development of Biblical religion
(3) In psychological, not chronological order.
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■ CHAPTER IX
BIBLICAL RELIGION AlTL THE COLLEGE ERESHEAAN 
1. FOUNDATION COURSE MAY BE IN PRSSHIM YEAR.
A foundation course in Biblical Religion should be 
required in the Freshman year. Some teachers of CoSilege Bible 
maintain that the Freshman is not prepared to study the Bible at 
all and no Bible courses should be given him. This sounds like 
the mother who did not want her boy to go near the water until 
ha had learned to swin. The college student can only be prepared 
to study the Bible by studying it, just as he can only learn to 
swim by swimming. What these teachers mean is that the v^ater 
of modern Biblical scholarsiiip will be too cold for the religious 
faith of the college stiident until it has been chilled a bit by 
some other less chilly subjects. This may be true if the first 
course in Bible is to be what is often termed "Biblical Introduc-* 
tion," by vAiioh is meant not an introduction to the positive, 
constructive study of the Bible itself for religious: values in 
the life of the student but a sudden plunging of the student into 
the midst of the intricacies of the purely scientifio problems 
of historical and literary cricitism; Such water is indeed too 
cold for the religious constitution of most freshman; But such 
water is too cold also for the religious constitution of most 
freshmen. But such water is too cold also for the religious 
constitution of a senior who has had no real Bible study in the 
me anti me 4
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Th.0 thing to do is to v/arra the v/ater s*- not that^the thing 
to do is not to chill the water of an appreciative study of the 
Bible itself by the icebergs of the purely scientific technicali­
ties and negations of Biblical criticism. Even the scholarly 
study of the Bible has its Gulf StresuD* Let the student begin 
there at the natural temperature of real Bible- study.
To drop the figiare, reserve the chilly technicalities of 
Biblical research for the senior - or, better, the graduate 
student in the Bible department. Introduce the freshmen at once 
to the very heart of real Bible study—in fact the heart of the 
aftady of Christian religion, - a study of the religious life of 
Jesus against its historic background and in the light of its 
historic foreground; In pursuing this study take into account all 
the positive findings of the most rigorous research scholarship 
on the life of Jesus and the scripture records, teach nothing that 
such scholarship could validly deny, but on the other hand^ teach 
none of the denials of such scholarship^ teach only its positive 
euffirmations. And any modern student of the life of Jesus knows 
that before the eyes of those freshmen the mists of traditional 
misinterpretation vvill roll avYay and in the clear sunlight of 
accurate historical perspective they V7ill see the real Jesus as 
they never say him before and be captivated by his moral and 
spiritual glory--^"glory as of the only begotten son."
E. EOUmATION COURSE SHOULD BE IN ERESHMAN ‘YEAR.
Not only may freshmen be introduced to scholarly Bible
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study*, if in the right without injury, hut they need to be
introduced to it for their positive good. A freshman's religious 
life does not take a Sabbatical year to give him a better 
opportunity to adjust himself intellectually to the new atmosphere 
of college life. His religious life stays around. It may not 
really live and grow - probably v;ill not if it is not properly 
nourished and exercised - but it stays around, and, ‘gets in the 
way and makes trouble if not kept busy. The freshman can not put 
his religion - that boyhood religion he brought with him from home 
and of which he is a bit ashamed thou^ he knows not just why - 
he can not put his religion in his closet in the dormitory while 
he gores to "geology" or to "biology." It insists on going with 
him and sitting in the same seat with him and asking distracting 
and disturbing (luestiona. If this same refractory religion of his 
were taken into a class in "Introduction to Mblical religion" two 
or three times a week, it would become at the same time more 
modest and more self respecting and make much less trouble for the 
freshman in his other courses.
Moreover this same boyhood religion, which has been a good 
friend to the freshman in the past, if shut too often in the 
closet while the freshman goes to class, may stay in the closet 
when the freshman goes over to the "frat" or out on the campus 
or down town or "down the river," and the freshman would be much 
better off if he had it v/ith him. In other words, the freshman 
cannot get along without his religion; he ou^t not to have to; 
he needs it more than ever; his religion needs adjustment to its
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new envlronnBiit; it ought to have it; it can get it hut only 
in the right sort of a coarse in "Introduction to Biblical 
Religion", which means an introduction to the religion of Jesus.
Then again, that boyhood religion of the freshman has got to 
undergo a rather radical recoi^truction while in college, if it 
is to really develop into a genuine manhood religion, and the 
sooner the process begins the better; It necessarily v;ill take 
time and the more slow and gradual the process at the start the 
batter. You cannot make a plant grow by pulling on it, nor can 
you hasten its blossoming by knocking off its buds. Or* to change 
the figure, you cannot hatch the chick by smashing the egg. Nor 
can you hatch the chick by letting the egg get Gold4 And the 
"Y" Bible Class cannot be as good an incubator as the college 
class in "Introduction to Biblical Religion". Let "Bible^ begin 
in the frashman year*
3. SHOULD BEGIN WITH A STUDY OP JESUS.
And now we must face two. objections to focusing that introd­
uctory freshman course on a study of Jesus. The first is, you 
cannot begAn any real study of the Bible itself until you have 
first given the student the modern point of view. The reply to 
that is, the best way to get a point of viev/ ds to take it* not 
talk about it; the best way to persuade one of the value of a 
point of view is to show him the view from the point, not just 
show him the point of triew. The point of view of modem 
Biblical scholarship has a very forbidding look to many the first
tima it is pointed out to them. But if, instead of pointing out 
to them the point of view you simply show them the Bible from 
that point you are their friend from that day on. And why does 
anyone look at the Bible if it is not to see Jesus? \7hat, in all 
the varied landscape of the scriptures, is more worth looking at 
than Jesus? And what good, after all, is the point of view of 
modern Biblical scholarship except to see Jesus the better? There 
would be no Biblical scholarship today or anything else Biblical 
if it were not for Jesus. And a college freshman can see Jesus 
from the "modem" point of view without your putting up a sign 
which readsi "This is the modem point of view," Although there 
is no harm and perhaps only gain in telling him it is^ provided 
you let him stand on it and not simply look at the point. The 
best way to an understanding of the nature of. Biblical Literature 
is a study of it for the values that are in it for the youth of 
todays
The second objection to focusing the freshman*s study of the 
Bible upon a study of Jesus is, that the study of Jesus is the most 
difficult of all Bible study and cannot profitably be undertaken 
until after a considerable study of the Old Testanenti There is 
much value in this objection* It is true that Jesus cannot be 
fully understood until one understands the religion of the Hebrews, 
the religion of Judaism: it is true that the figure of Jesus can 
not be seen in sharply detailed outline except against his actual
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Mstorioal background. But the aim of this first course is not 
to exhaust the significance of Jesus, not to solve every problem 
he suggests, gain a complete and final knowledge about him for all 
purposes but simply to take one good look at him from the scholar’s 
point of view and gain one clear suggestion as to what his life 
purpose was. For the realization of this aim enough of the histori­
cal background of his life will be sketched in for the student to 
see him in true perspective. Incidentally the aim of this part 
of the course would be to help the student realize that the 
scientific view of Jesus does not dissolve him into entity nothing­
ness but makes him very real and very much alive and more truly 
divine than ever. If the student has once made this discovery all 
the bug-a-boo terror of Biblical scholarship is gone. For why did 
he ever fear it but because he was afraid of losing Christ? losing 
the Bible? Yes, but because the' Bible contains Christ. When a 
young student from out a Christian home discovers that Biblical 
scholarship has helped him to find the real Jesus as he never was 
able to find him before he can stand any shock of any lesser loss. 
What does it matter now that the tabernacle was constructed in the 
soul of Judaisa but not in the wilderness with Moses? ^Vhat does 
it matter now that the "ten words" on the tablet of stone were 
not the "Ten Commandments" he learned as a hoy? What does it 
matter now that the world v/as not made in a week? What do any of 
the difficulties in the way of historical Bible study matterj now 
that h^ has already been to the end of the road and knov/s that 
Jesus is there'? What matters it that he got to the end of the
road by a ahort-out orosa-lots? Ho oan now walk back along the
road and see everything along the way from the point of view of>
Jesusj knowing Jesus is behind him all the v/hile.
4, METHOD SHOULD BE DYITAMIC NOT STATIC.
This may sound a bit fancifhl, but it is a correct 
though graphic representation of the true psychology of focusing 
freshman Bible study upon Jesus if one is more concemed Just then 
for the religious life of the student than for exhaustive scholar­
ship. Scholarship may be exact and thorou^ without being exhaus­
tive. No intelligent teacher of religion -wants any shallowj slip­
shod, timid work done in the study of the Bible, But a really 
intelligent teacher of any subject will know that the highest aim 
of instruction is not mere knowledge and that the truest knowledge 
is not a mere list of details, hov^ever, exhaustive; but an in­
telligent comprehension of the real significance of a few vital 
facts, a few essential details. In historical study the dynamic me* 
thod of examlng minutely every item in a single situation. It is 
the dynamic method that will be followed in this introductory 
freshmem course in Biblical Religion,
Beginning with Jesus the course v;ill then Jun^ backwards to 
the Prophetic Movement in Israel* This will be stiidied by the 
"dynamic" method as a "movement", tracing its development from 
primitive prophecy up to its first climaa and then its leap across 
the gap to its transcendent culmination in Jesusi
The immediate aims of this part of the course will be three.
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Pirstj to show the dynamic connection between Jesus and Old 
Testament religion. Second, to show the character of the vital 
heart of Old Testament religion. Third, to introduce the 
student to the findings of Biblical scholarship with regard to 
the historical character of "Revelation" and the "psychological" 
character of "Inspiration."
A study of the prophets is by far the best approach to an 
exact understanding of the literary character of the OH Testament 
scriptures. It is a most excellent psychological approach from 
the point of 'view of the probably misconceptions and possible pre­
judices of the student. It Introduces him in a perfectly natural 
and Gonvinoing v/ay to an appreciation of the thoroughly vital, 
human factors in revelation and inspiration without lessening his 
appreciation of the truly superhuman factors. It is very much 
better than to begin with the legend and myth and ballad oon- 
ceptiona. Moreover, it is, incidentally the truly chronologicsil 
beginning of the Old Testament scriptures, for the old legends and 
myths and ballads were not really "scripture" imtil the schools of 
the prophets made them so. V/hat Jesus is to the v/hole Bible, the 
prophets are to the Old Testament. One could afford to lose all 
the rest of the Bible if he could still keep Jesus. So one could 
afford to lose all the rest of the Old Testan^nt if he could still 
keep the prophets and their writings. When the young student 
once glimpses the size and power and value of the prophets through 
a historical study of them for the first time, nothing he may
afterward learn atout the character of Old Testament history 
and literatare will greatly disturb him or be very difficult 
of assimilation.
On the other hand to plunge the student at once into 
the embarassing intricacies and perplexing complexities of the 
historical and literary'problems of Genesis and Exodus is to 
bewilder his mind and dismay his heart and he is likely to coma 
out of the experience either flippantly sophomorio in his scorn 
for the old view of the Bible and easily skeptical of the old 
values at every ftirther turn of the way or poignantly bitter at 
the new view for his loss and stubbornly unwilling at each further 
step to go on. There is nothing in literary chronology that 
compels one to begin the study of the Old Testament with Genesis 
and Exodus. The first chapter of Gebesis was not by any means 
the first Old Testament scripture to be written. Kor does strict 
historical chronology demand it. Many of the "origins" recorded 
there did not originate until centuries after the real beginning 
of Hebrew historyi There is no more xinhistorical portion of the 
historical books of the Old Testament* To begin \Trith such portions 
is not fair to the student's confidence in the historical accuracy 
of the Bible, nor is it fair to the essential reliability of the 
scriptures. It is a more psychological and pedagogical order to 
begin with the prophets.
Then after the Prophets, Judaism v/ith its "law" looking 
backward to Moses, and its "hope" looking forward to the Messianic
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Kingdom. Here is the setting for Judaistio Ghrlstianity and 
the hackground for Poail.
The aim in all should he to develop in the student a 
critical appreciation of the religion of Jesus and of the Prophets 
as a stimulus to his own religious faith and devotion.
With such a faith and such a devotion coupled with wide 
knowledge and trained intelligence the college freshman should 
he well started upon an all round development which will result 
in a life of abiding satisfaction to himself and increasing 
serviceableness to his fellows and to God.
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